
 
Get breaking legal news delivered to you as it happens!
Mealey’s™ Daily News Service

Mealey’sTM, a trusted source and the premier provider of 
litigation news for more than 25 years, now offers an additional 
level of service. Mealey’s™ Daily News Service provides daily 
practice-area coverage combined with access to archived 
Mealey’s Reports to help you:

•	 Get relevant news as it happens

•	 Gain insight into the latest theories and trends in litigation

•	 Formulate and execute case strategy more effectively

•	 Keep clients and stakeholders informed on how a  
new issue or ruling might impact their business

•	 Reduce research time

Keep up to date with the latest litigation developments. 
Within hours of the release of this critical information, 
Mealey’s legal news editors select, compile, and summarize it 
for you.

Get access to unbiased information from a trusted legal 
news source. Mealey’s Daily News Service includes impartial 
legal analysis focused on legal issues and designed for a legal 
audience. You can incorporate this information into workflow 
tasks such as drafting and reviewing documents, advising your 
clients, crafting a strategy, or preparing arguments for court.

Get the practice area information you need, from  
wherever you are, whenever you need it. You can choose 
to access Mealey’s Daily News Service via the Web, email 
alerts, mobile, app, RSS feeds, or social networks such as the 
Twitter®, LinkedIn®, and Facebook® services.
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A comprehensive package
Each Mealey’s Daily News Service subscription includes:

•	 A compilation of the most recent 30 days of headlines

•	 All archived Mealey’s Reports with the final version of the 
daily stories, along with additional litigation coverage

•  Mealey’s Reports provide insightful commentary—many 
Mealey’s Reports include periodic commentaries written  
by guest authors who provide invaluable background  
and context

•  Mealey’s Reports give you access to hard-to-get court 
documents—get the full text of significant documents 
such as trial transcripts, jury instructions and forms, 
settlement agreements, and arbitration awards—that 
aren’t available online

•	 End-to-end reporting—Mealey’s follows cases from initial 
complaint and brief to final verdict, decision, or settlement

Flexible delivery
Web site—Go to http://www.lexisnexis.com/community/
mealeys/, where you’ll see a listing of daily headlines by practice 
area. They’ll appear in reverse chronological order and can be 
sorted or filtered.

Start now!
Use this QR code to download your app today 
and start receiving breaking news.

RSS feed—Go to www.lexisnexis.com/mealeys/rss/
mealeysdailynews.xml to view the most recent headlines. 
From there, it’s easy to import them to your intranet or 
distribute them to interested colleagues across your firm  
or department.

Social networks—Subscribe to Mealey’s feeds available on 
Twitter, LinkedIn, and Facebook. Just go to the LexisNexis® 
Communities page at http://www.lexisnexis.com/
communities/mealeys.

Mobile—Download a free iPhone® or iPad® app, available on 
iTunes®. Just go to www.lexisnexis.com/MDN. Once you  
have the app, you can access Mealey’s Daily News Service  
on the go.
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